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INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction into the hydrospace field by Professor Auguste
Piccard, acrylic plastic has become the acknowledged standard material for
windows in submersibles, diving bells, and hyperbaric chambers. Several
shapes have been developed over the years for the acrylic windows.

The most common shape is the plane conical frustum. Its behavior
under hydrostatic loading has been extensively researched and its design
criteria well-established (1-51. A somewhat less common shape is a plane
circular disc [6,71. Its application has been confined to pressures under
1,000 psi; as for greater pressures, the retaining flanges become too
bulky.

The spherical shell sector, whose included spherical angle can vary
from 30 to 180 degrees, has been used only recently for undersea systems.
Considerable effort has been devoted to understanding the characteristics
of this window because the spherical surfaces endow such windows with
increased field of vision and resistance to hydrostatic pressure [8,91.
In parallel with the research into structural and optical properties of
spherical shell sector windows, investigations have been conducted into
the problems associated with economical fabrication of large diameter

wvindows for the whole depth range (10,11,121.
Because spherical shell sector windows are not as easy to retain in

their flanges as plane conical frustum or plane disc windows, considera-
tion has been given to equipping the spherical shell sector windows with
integral flanges [13,141. Such flanges, however, generally introduce
bending moments and stress concentrations into the otherwise uniformly
stressed spherical window. To assess the effects of flanges on the stress
distribution in spherical windows an experimental study was undertakes;
the results of that study form the body of this report.

BACKGROUND

Eq4uatorial flanges on spherical shell sector windows are somutimeq
the byproduct of the fibrication process, while at other times they are
the planned result of engineering design. The fabrication processes
which prh~d~le, e uatorial flangesi on acrylic hemispherical shelis are

thermoforming techniqoes utiligilg either compressed air or M-echanital
plungers dFigure 1). In either case, an equatorial flatnge is produced
whose thtckneso. is equal to that of the acrylic sheet utilixed in therms,-
forming.
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After completion of the thermoforming process, the flanges can be
removed by machining so that the end product is a flangeless hemisphere
whose structural response has been studied both analytically and experi-
mentally in the past. The removal of the flange by machining is, however,
an expensive operation that increases the cost of the end product approxi-
mately 100%. The thermoforming fabrication techniques for acrylic hemi-
spherical shells would be more economically competitive if an equatorial
flange could be tolerated from the structural viewpoint.

Furthermore, an equatorial flange on the acrylic hemisphere can
often be used in securing the window to its seat in the viewport. This
is of particular importance if the window is exposed during a typical
operational cycle not only to external but also to internal pressure.
Also, the flange can serve as a convenient location for the pressure
seal. Since exploratory studies conducted in the past [13 and 141 have
shown that an equatorial flange does not decrease significantly the
short-term strength of acrylic plastic hemispherical shells, it appeared
worthwhile to investigate further the concept of flanged hemispherical
windows.

The flanged hemispherical shell windows tested in the first explora-
tory study utilized flanges with a sharp right-angle heel (141. The
sharp heel was chosen at that time as it was shown by another study [13]
that a well-rounded heel on the flange may generate excessive bending
moments in the shell accompanied by a high positive flexural stress
component on the interior and a high negative flexural stress component
on the Exterior surfaces in the immediate vicinity of the flange-shell
interface. It was felt that further studies on flanged acrylic hemi-
spherical shells should include a curvature at the heel and the instep of
the flange to simulate better the appearance of typical flanged hemi-
spheres produced by thermoforming processes.

STUDY PARAMETFA:S

The o.bjectiv of the study was to establish the safe operational
pressure for typical flanged hemispherical shells of acrylic plastic
utilized in pressure vessels for lihtan occupancy.

The a•plraoc, h chosen was to fabricate and test represvntative flanged
acrylic plastic hemispherieal shells under short-term. long-term, and
cyclic pressure loadings until signs of failure appeared.

The soV of the study was limited to a single thickness over inside
diameter (t/D ) ratio and two flange configurations (Figurms 2 and 3).
The t/D ratio chosen was 0.1$2, equal to a tlRt ratio of 0.364. This
ratio was considered to be adequate for working pressures In the 1.000-

to 2,000-psi range based on the Ohort-tevr collapse data from a previous
study on flangvless acrylic plastic hemisplerical shells.



TEST SPECIMENS

The flanged test specimens of acrylic plastic hemisphere were fabri-
cated by thermoforming 3-inch-thick Plexiglas G stock. The thermoforming
process consisted of forcing an appropriately shaped metallic plunger into
the acrylic stock supported by a metal ring on four legs (Figures 4 and 5).
The wall thickness of the extrusion was found to be more uniform than in
hemispheres thermoformed by free blowing with compressed air [131. The
hemispherical extrusion was subsequently machined on the outside and
inside to give the shell appropriate thickness, in and around the flange
particularly.

Since the thermoforming process produced flanges that could be
economically modified to another shape, if so desired, the test specimens
were equipped with either a Type I or a Type VI flange (figures 2 and 3).
Twenty-four flanged windows were fabricated; 10 were equipped with
Type I and 14 with Type VI flanges. Each window was identified by a
capital letter.

The Plexiglass C material utilized in the thermoforming process met
all the minimum physical requirements specified for man-rated windows
by the Navy and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers [15].

TEST SETUP

Flanges

The flanged windows were tested on thick circular discs machined
from low c. rbon steel (Figure 6). The steel test flanges were equipped
with a central opening through which strain gage wires could be passed
from inside the window. Holes around the circumference of the steel
test flange were used for attaching the test flange to the vessel end
closure adaptor plate and for securing the window to the flange. A
smooth surface was provided on the steel test flange to minimize slid-
ing friction between the contracting window and the test flange.

Pressure Vessels

For the testing of flanged windows both thte 18- and 9.5-inch-
diameter pressure vessels'were utilized. The window was secured with
a retainer ring or rubber bands to a steel test flange which, in turn,
was attached to a pressure vessel closure adaptor that screwed directly
into the vessel er.d closure. Since the steel test flange, vessel
closure adaptor, and vessel end closure were equipped with a central
opening, electric strain gage wires and a ehchanical dial indicator rod
could pass from the window interior to the ves-iel exterior.

Some of the vessels were provided with insulated Jackets containing
hcatintg and cooling coils. In these vessels the temperature could be
maintained within narrow limits. In other vessels the temperature of
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the pressurized water could be maintained only ,-thin a wide range as
the uninsulated vessels would rapidly follow tile diurnal temperature
variations inside the uninsulated laboratory building. As a result, thle
ambient test temperature in these vessels during thl rsue testing
of windows over a period of 24 months varied from a low of 65 0F to a
high of 75 ~F.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation for the pressure vessel consisted of a Bourdon
type pressure gage and a remote reading thermometer. Theprsuege
could be read within 50-psi intervals and the thermometer within 1 0F.

The instrumentation for the acrylic plastic window undergoing
hydrostatic testing consisted of rectangular 1/8 inch long* electricalI resistance strain gage rosettes located on the interior face of the
windows and a mechanical dial indicator measuring thle radial displace-
ment of the window's apex within 0.001 inch. The strain gages were
attached to the acrylic at specific locations (Fig;ir? ?) with M-Boý.d 200
cement and subsequently waterproofed with Dow Corning 3140 room tempera-
ture vulcanizing silicone rubber coating.

The strains were recorded by a 100-channel B & F automatic data
logger with magnetic tape data storagte and digital paper tape printout.
This recording unit was capable of recording at a rate ot either I or 10I. channels p(cr second. As a rule, the l0-channel/sei'ond recording rate
was utilized during pressurization and thle i-channel/second rate during

sustained loading of window specimens.

Test Procedure

The bearing surface of the window flange was c~oated with silicone
grease, a 1I8-inch-diameter 0-ring was placed into the groove in the
window flange. and the whole assembly was carefully placed onl the steel

tetfange. -trin gage wirt-s were fcl through the opening in thle
steeýl test flangko to the outside of tile vessel end closure, 4nd the dial
indicator rod was cetntered on thle window*-. low-pres~sure fave'.

To secure the window to the steel test flonge, either steel retaining
rings or clastir hands were employed. The steecl rings4 wcro primtrily
utiliukd tit thle 418-inh-diame~ter pressure vessel (Figutr $) whlilt thle
elastic bands %were used to secure the window-- to the steel test flange
in the 9.S-iwch diameter prssr vessel (Figureý 9). tin both casesq.
the radial restraint imposed on the window f lange was tilnimal, only
suafficient to copress the 0-ring for proper sealing.

After the window wag seeured to the steel test flange, the interior
ot the pressurv vesisel was pressurized with tap water at a 650-psltminutv'
rate utiliging a positive d~istacement air-driven pump.

M~icro-tMeaeuremetst gages type EP-08-125K.A-1I20.



TEST PROGRAM

Tile experimental test program was designed to establish tile maximum
safe working pressures for the two types of flanged windows. On the
basis of experimental data, the two types of windows could be compared
to each other and to windows of the same geometry without a flange. The

5 maximum safe working pressure was to be established by subjecting the
windows of Type I and VI to a series of tests that would:

(1) :,':Ž.:r t.-tem cr'it-ica.-rs.u..... (Sk7P) by pressurizing
windows at a standard rate of 650 psi/minute until failure occurred.

(2) '_ter'_':J elong-term cilt [.al yo,-efl$U by maintaining a constant
sustained pressure loading until failure occurred.

(3) -'tcrn';*' cpL.•& ; 7z e.. liJ" by subjecting the windows to

cyclic pressure loading until failure occurred. The pressure cycles
employed in tile test program consisted of (a) pressurizing the window
at 650 psi/minute to a specified pressure. (h) holding that pressure for
7 hours, (c) depr.ssurizing to zero pressure at a rate of 650 psi/minute,
and finally (d) relaxing at zero pressure for at least. 17 hours before
the next cycle was started. This cycle is termed for the purposes of
this report the "standard load cycle."

* I
Since there were more tests planned than the available number of

windows, some windows had to be used in more than one test. Two windows
w,-re modified after testing to establish the effect of structural
modificatSon to the flange. In one case the rounded heel of the flange
on Type I window E was replaced with a square heel to become ®while in
the other case, tile flange was removed completely, converting the Type I
window i into a true hemisphere®(. All of the tests to which the win-
dows were subjected havu been summarized in Tables I through 5.

TEST OBSERVATIONS

Short-Term Critical Pressure Tests

lPressure. Five window•. wvre subjected to continuous press-rization
at the standard rate of 603 psl/mitk-ate until they failed (Table 1) (win-
dJos Y and Z had been te-sted previously). Window Y had endured long-
term hydrostitr ic test lng at 2 ,000-pstl pressure without any visual damage.
Window Z had been pressure-cycled twice to $,O00 psi with a rubber gasket
and had suffered sio~ cra.ting and a few slight cracks in the seat tlg
surf,tce. The two Type I windows teste d had at. average sth- t term
critical pres•sure of 14,310 psi whilv the three Type VI windows had an
average' critical pr-essure of 14.7M psi.

,ics of Failure, All the windows that taile-d did so catastrophic-
ally after cracking sounds had been heard for a short time. Exte nsive
frag*vtntatiou took place in all these Case.s.



Table 1. Short-Tcrm Critical Pressure Tcsts

S.~ng I T%t L.oain of Short-T.:rm
Iluuc mpvraturc Strain Cages Displac.ement critical l've%%.ute p'rincipal Itcuit%

TPC~ (IT:) (Figure 7) ~psi)

A ve 14.0(K) C;atastrophic failure

11 .a 14.620 catzastrophic fatlurv

CI aA. C. I- - Test stopped at
12,50m0 psi and tic
pro'surured to tcro

S VI a A. C. E ~ 14.5 30 (:mst~tophik fialurc

V I71 . v3.Za Catastrophic failure;

bottom plug bluavcktj j of pressmire- WC';S(d 41

70 -15.23 *{ the samc t*;ie tbc

;f~c I 70 5.223catastrophite failure

J, Room K nperaturQ aol Np 1Lik4
11

1* rcoteecre.

I'ido v PresIou'~ tested at 2AX100 psi (%"e Table 3).

'Window Was prcvioudlv teej at 0.1160 psi with a 'etasc (mmi TAW~ 4)L

Tible 2. L~ong-T'em Crniticl Presure 'h'-sts

IIAvsrag r'17" Tt LI IuAt tim of
hessKttr VIvulte Tomtnpu- Strasin tCage' PMItsaP41 KtsUltsType (P4 (,.I tmc. t tsu1bs)a

J A.. C. t ~~rpo 4

mice2 hows

I %-I' u A. C. C.G. I ewfphtv 1dutv

I ~~utef (5 hour%'

it. .7I A. C. t Cmiwt(4hvc *4:Ium

PMwA. C#f4 ri

IIS A. C. 0 ~ I.tfh ~it

Avu t I"aI%*t

VI___ILOW___I

WWIJ~a uat *C~1I1Z~i' CK*J It4.tK1 $M ~. bi'i~sW'iI1aXc.3
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Table 3. Long Term Tests Without Implosion

Average Test Test Location of Duration
Window Pressure Temperature Strain Gages Displacement of Loading Principal Results

'lypt (psi) (
0

F) (Figure 7) (hours)

E 1 4,000 a A, C, Ii - 240 Some circumferential
cracks in the bearing
surface on the flange

I 2,000 75-76 A, B. C, - 269 No cracks or crazing
I DEF. detectable by visual

II, I inspection

Q VI 7,000 a A, C, E - 139 E:<tensi e crazing and
large circumferential

cracks in seat; one
crack penetrating to
outside

R VI 4,000 a A, C, E - 262 Some crazing and
shallow cracks in seat

U VI 8,000 a - - 312 Window flange sheared

off; numerous cracks
and extensive crazing
of seating surface; seas
conical

V VI 2.000 71-73 A. B. C, - 119 No cracks ot crazing
D, E. F. detectable by visual
G. H. I inspection

V VI 2,000 72 A. B, C. - 7 No cracks or crazing
I), E. F, detectable by visual
C. I-I. I inspection

W VI 2.000 71-73 - yes 95 Nocracksorcrazing
detectable by visual

___________ inspection
a Room temperature not specifically recorded.
bRubber gasket used instead of 0-ring; window previously tested to 2,000 psi witW.�ut gasket.

Deformation Under Short-Term Loading, At the standard rat�Ž of
pressurization of 650 psi/mInute, the cc.mpressive strain recorded by
the strain gages increased in direct proportion to the pressure up to

�i. about 4,000 psi (Figure 10). Above this pressure the strain began to
increase more rapidly, thus indicating the nonlinearity of stress versus
strain.

The strain prods�ced in the window in the linear ra�ige varied accord-
ing to direction and location of the strain gages. At the apex, the
strain was ap�roximate1y the same in all directions with lit tie change
in magnitude from one point to another (Figures 11, 12, and 13). Moving
away from tho polar area, the circumferesitial strain iiwreased by jIll
average of 22% for the Type I windows and by an average of 14% for the
Type VI windows (Figure 11), and at the same time, the uieridioiial
strains fell off sharply to small values (Figure 12).

*1

7
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Table 4. Cyclic Tests

Test Test Location ofSFlange Number of
Type Pressure Temperature Strain Gages Principal Rysuls
Windw Type (psi) (°F) (Figure 7) Pressure Cycles

la I 2,000 70-75 A, B, C. 58 Cracking in window-
D. r. F. bearing surface developed
G, It. I between cycle No. 33

and last cycle
I O.10,000 75 A. C, L. Window failed catastro-

G. I phically after about 3

hours of first pressure
cycle

K i 8.000 69-72 L 1 Window failed during
first cycle by cracking
along flange, causing
leakage when pressure
was released

M I 6,000 66-73 A. C. L 22 Window developed cracks
during second cycle;
leaked after twenty-ireotd
cycle

BR VI .., 68-72 Y 2 Small cracks and cvaring
of bearing -turfcce after
fir-.: c.ice; window leaked
after second cycle

Zb VI 8000 70-72 A. C. E 2 Some crazing and three
ve.y %hallow crvcks in
bearing surfasc fter
secound cycle

AA VI 6.000 66-I7 22 Crack along Oring groowv
"-After third cycle; tracks
and crating in bearing
surface after fifth cycle

X VI 3.t0 68-73 F 40 Craing of betring surfWVce
4 develdoped between erun~i

anttd i•th cycles,; rack%
Ut bealing sudsvt sleVlo.
ped betwen twcnt%>w c'ond

and twenty.,-th .yclc'

"rhis window was previously tvved under susainehd loadinp at 2,000 psi (sWe -Able 3).
bA window *aA pyessrisl to failue in~dcr shbton'fem kl. isct :1410 M)

The circumz'erential strain varied only moderately from test to tcst•
the maximun deviation frotm the average of any test being only about 62.
ror the Type I windows and about 102 for the Type VI windows (Figure
II). For Ow strain in the roridional direction. thte,'e was a similar
spread in the data for the polar area. Closev to the t4ge, hw-evor,
the meridional strain varied markedly f.-Im test to test aUr at gage

'1
I .. : ; : : , . • - • • . • • , , . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • : , . .. .. . . . . . . . . ,



Table 5. Cyclic Tests of Modified Windows

Test Location of
Window Modification Test Temnerature Strain Gages Principal Results

(0F) (Figure 7)

0a O-ring groove and 11 pressure 68-72 A. C, E Some change in strain
rounded heel re- cycles a! distribution compar,-d
moved by machin- 2,000 psi to windows with rounded
ing. Disc glued on heel; 10 cycles performed
to restore original with neoprene bearing
dimensions, but gasket and 1 cycle with-
w~th a sharp heel out
on the tlange

Ga O-ring groove and 1 cycle at 70-74 A. C. E Window bearing surface
rounded seat cor- bl0o psi almost unharmed. Win-
ner removed by dow cracked radially
machining. C:sc
glued on to restore
original dirmnsions
but with a sharp
heel on the flange

Ob Flange and cylindri- 7 cycles at 68-72 A. C. IE The strains are mort uni

cal part removed by 2.000 psa form all over the interior
machining sntrface of the window

(b Flange and cylindri- 2 cycles at 70-75 A. C. E No cracks observed on
cal part remowvd bk" 8•,0 psi the bearing surface or
machining anywhere else on the

window

W' Window w;L% tested foe 240 hours at 4,000 pi- prior to modification (sce Table 3).
"bWindow wAs tttcd for 269 hour% at 2s)00 psi- prior to modifiia•tion (swe Table 3).

A (Figur.. 12) the results were almost erratic, particularly for the
"Type VI windows.: The cause of this large spread has not been investi-
gated.

At h ydrostatic pressures Anexcess-of 4,000 psi, the nonuni-
form character of the strain ovr the window surface was exaggerated
(Figure 14), and the stralns.,'re higher than predicted by linear extrap-
olation of the strains at low'pressure. Thus, at 10,000-psi external
pressure, the nonliuear part' was between one-third and one-half of
the linear strain, depending on location (Figure 15).

Displacement•of Apex:. In one case, the displacement of the windows
at thle Opex towirds the i:xnter ot" the sphec'e was wtnasured. Thle specimen
was a Type VI window (tWndow 1). After an itnlt lo plhse where the
window seated itself, the disphscement was linear with pressure up to
the test pressure of :2,000 psi. The displacement per utitt change of
pressure divided by the internal radius of the spherical part of thle
window was 3.5 x 10 .i.ps (Figur.e 16).
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Long-Term Tests

Testa Resulting in Implosion. Five Type VI windows and three Type
I windows were pressurized at the standard rate of 650 psi/minute up
to the test pressure. The test pressure was maintained constant until
failure occurred.

The life of the windows loadedthis way varied inversely with the
test pressure. The relationship between the life and the test pressure
was nonlinear with a very rapid fall off in life above approximately
8,000 psi (Figure 17). The spread in the data was very large compared
to the spread in the magnitude of short-term critical pressures,
indicating that long-term test parameters, like temperature, were not
maintained within a sufficiently narrow range to preclude large spread
in test data.

In all cases of failure under long-term loading, the failure was
catastrophic, resulting 4n heavy fragmentation of the windows (Figures
118 'hr,-ugl 26). T pically, the force of implosion blew a hole in the
window dome producing grain size fragments of the blown-out material.
The resL of the dome stayed relatively intact, although it was always
fractured radially into several pieces (Figure 21). In addition to the
Yradial fr•,etu'_!s, a large number of in-plane fractures occurred. The
numtter of in-plane fractures "ncreased toward the interior surface of
the window. The outer 1/4 inch or s• of the wall was usually not lamin-
"at_ýd (FigurL 24).

After implosion, the flanges were found to be separated from the
main body of the windows. I, Ty:e i windows, the separation was all
around thc flange (Vigures 16 and 19), while it, the Type VI windows
the separation was partial (Figures 20 and 21). The flang- separated
from the dome generally before impl.osion occurred, as demonstrated by
window U whose long-tern loading was termitated prior to implosion
(Figures 22 aou 23).

The window flange hearing surfaces fractured during the tests in
the cit'c,,mferential direction (Figure 25). The heel (inside edge) of
the flange was prmaavticly deformed, re-alting in the formation of a
.;harp edge that contrasted snarply with the original veli-rounried-heel
geometry (Figure 2i). Thl detormed ft7.lgments aMso showed tbe. the
thickness of tht wall ahovw Zhe flange ".rmanently iuerased by about
257 of thte original thickness (window J). A siml•.ir irw'ease was observed
W, the width of the i'aoge measured bet,.,t...n the inside edge of tile heel
,d. the. 0-ring. groo. The height of the flange, however, was untchanged
(F.gure 2S). ihese1 observations we. -. further confirmed by a Ztudy of

-11,C fr - oet't. owitnow 11 (FMgure 26).

.T ermtnaii d Prtor t jdo Implosion. Tw.i %ype I and Iire Typi, VI
Swindow.were subjected to 1ong-term test, of varying lengthi..nd ,iL

-. ifferett prevsstres (Table -3).
Ar 2,000 psi . no vti. lbv.'dx`4age was;. caused duriu0, tht- 269 hours of

"loading ot witldow I at 7 . Tho w~tdo• .strains i'laixd t'omptetelv
•i ~~~ .'tiet: h t kt-.(L gurLý-27), ." .. -
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At 4,000 psi, some crazing and shallow cracks were observed in the
seat of window R when inspected after 262 hours (Figure 28). Also, this
window relaxed completely after the test. All strain gage readings were
within 100 pin./in. of the reading before the test after a relaxation
time of about 100 hours. The bearing surface on the flange, however,
had some permanent deformation, producing a slight conical shaped surface
similar to that shown in Figure 22.

At 7,000 psi, window Q suffered extensive crazing and several large
cracks at the seat during the 439-hour test (Figures 29 and 30). In this
window, the strain in the polar area averaged 0.056/in./in. at the end
of the creep period. But even so, after about 100 hours of relaxation,
the strain in this area was within 0.001 in./in. of the reading before
the test. Significant permanent deformation was observed in the bear-
ing surface c the flange, transforming it from a plane to a conical
surface.

At 8,000 psi, window U lasted 312 hours without imploding; the
window was, however, severely damaged. The flange had separated and
the bearing surface was deformed into a conical surface which had sever-
al large cracks in it (Figures 22 and 23).

In those tests where the pressure was kept constant for a long
period of time, the strain on the interior surface did not become ten-
sile at the end of the relaxation period.

Deformation Under Long-Term Loading. At 10,000 psi (70% of STCP)
of external pressure, the strain increased very rapidly after pressuri-
zation. was completed. The increase was largest in the window areas that
already had the largest strains. Thus, the unevennesses of the window
deformation already apparent after pressurization became more pronounced
with time (Figure 31). As evident from the end result, the rate of
deformation at 10,000 psi was so high that after a few hours the window
became so plastically deformed that it could no longer sustain the load
(window J).

At 8,000 psi (56% of STCP) and lower pressures, the strains still
increased rapidly immediately after the end of pressurization. The
strain rate slowed down sufficiently, however, after the first 2 to 3
hours to give the window extended life. At 7,000 psi (497 of STCP),
window Q did not fail catastrophically during the 139 hours the pressure
was maintained. At 8,000 psi, the unevenness of the window deformation
became greater with time (Figure 32), just as for the window tested at
10,000 psi (Figure 31). At lower pressures, this tendency became less
pronounced and at 2,000 psi was hardly noticeable (Figure 33).

At moderate strain levels, the deformation of the windows appeared

to be quite symmetrical. This was evident from the measurements on
windows 1, Y. and J, which had strain gages on both sides (Figure 13.
31, and 33). In these cases, all three gages of the re•ctangular
strain gage rosette at the apex indicated essentially the same strain
values. As the strains increased in magnitude, however, the dlffernýenes
in the readings of the three gages at the apex often became greatt.r.

II
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This occurrence may be the result of the window starting to lose its
sphericity. In the case of window J (tested at 10,000 psi) the distri-
bution of circumferential strain appeared to be symmetrical at the end

of pressurization. During the first hour under pressure, however, the
strain increased much faster on one side than on the other indicating
that the window was losing its spherical shape (Figure 31).

Taking into account the scatter in data, no significant difference
was observed in the time-dependent deformation of the two types of win-
dows (Figure 34). In both cases, the location on the window that had
the highest strains at the end of pressurization also had the highest
strain throughout the creep period. In both cases, the strain distri-
buti, , became more uneven as time went on (Figures 32 and 35).

The strain in the window after any given duration of sustained load
was found to be a nonlinear function of the load. Thus, after 1 hour at
4,000 psi, the strain at the apex of the window was approximately 2.1
times the strain after 1 hour at 2,000 psi. After 1 hour at 10,000 psi,
the strain at the apex was 10 times the strain after I hour at 2,000 psi

(Figure 36). This clearly demonstrates that acrylic material becomes
more compliant as temperature or stress is increased. If the additional
strain due to creep alone is plotted, the nonlinear behavior becomes
even more apparent (Figure 37).

As noted before, long-term loading at pressures high enough to
cause catastrophic failure, also caused permanent tensile radial strain
in the dome. By measuring the thickness of fragments of the dome of the
imploded windows, the average permanent radial strain was found to vary
from about 25% (0.25 in./in.) above the flange to about 12.5% halfway
between the flange and the apex (windows J and H) (Figure 38).

Cyclic Pressure Tests

Fatigue Life. It was immediately realized after initiation of cyc-
lic pressure testing that the fatigue life of the windows would be lower
than expected.

At 10,000 psi, which is approximately 70Z of STCP, the test specimen
(window J) did not complete the first cycle. The window failed catastro-
phically after about 3 hours.

At 8,000 psi (56% STCP) the Type I (window K) cracked during tile
first cycle to the extent that when the pressure approached zero at
the end of the cycle, water filled up the low pressure cavity. Thi
Type VI window chat was tested at b,000 psi (window BB) developed
similar cracks and leakage during its second cycle.

At 6,000 psi (427 of STCP) the Type I window (window M) cracked
catastrophically during its twenty-second load cycle. The Type VI win-
dow (window AA) tested at the same pressure was still intact after 22
load cycles, but had deep cracks in the seat area.

At 5,000 psi (357, of STCP) crazing of the seat was apparent when
the Type VI window (window X) was inspected after the sixth pressure
cycle. Cracks developed in the seat between cycle 22 and 27, but no
leaks occurred before the test was terminated after the fort leth cycle.
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At 2,000 psi (14% of STCP) the Type I window (window I) did not
show any change after 33 pressure cycles. When the window was inspected
again after the fifty-eighth cycle, however, a deep crack was found in
the flange starting from the O-ring groove.

Modes of Failure. In all cases, cracks initiating from the bearing
surface on the flange were the cause of failure. In some cases (windows
AA, Figures 39, 40, and 41; and I, Figure 42), the first sign of fatigue
was a crack originating from the O-ring groove. The cracks had a charac-
teristic half-moon shape when viewed from the side and appeared to be
approximately parallel to the low-pressure face of the window as shown
in Figure 43.

In all the other cases, the cracks originated at the bearing surface
of the flange between the heel and the O-ring groove and were always
preceded by crazing. The crazing, as well as the subsequent cracks, had
the same orientation as the cracks originating from the 0-ring groove
(Figures 39 to 46). The cracks not originating in the O-ring groove had
the characteristic mushroom shape instead (Figures 39, 40, 41, 47, and 48).

Cracking of the interior face occurred in two Type I windows
(windows M andS. In window M, the failure occurred after 22 standard
load cycles to 6,000 psi and consisted of three fractures running in the
meridional direction originating on the bearing surface of the window.
One of the cracks ran like a meridian across the apex from one side of
the window to another, while two other cracks stopped at the apex
(Figure 49). The cracks penetrated between 25 and 50% of the wall thick-
ness. On the inside face of the window, the width of the cracks varied
from close to zero at the apex to about 0.040 inch at the flange. The
entire inside surface was markedly crazed after the test but less than
on the bearing surface (Figure 50).

Window(D failure occurred after one cycle at 8,000 psi. The window
had previously been subjected to 11 standard load cycles at 2,000 psi
and a long-term test at 4,000 psi for 259 hours. After the long-term
test, but before the cyclic tests, the seat of the window was machined
down to remove the rounded inside edge of the heel and the 0-ring
groove. An annular disc was bonded in its place to restore the original
height of tile flange. When thlt pressure was down to about 500 psi
during depressurization from 8,000 psi at the standard rate, three or
four loud cracks were heard and the window's interior filled with water.

Inspection of the window revealed that spalting had taken place
on the square edge of the heel, that crazing and it number of shallow
half moon cracks had formed in the bearing surface of the flange, and
that the interior face of the window had three large cracks as shown In
Figures 51, 52, and 53.

Low-pressure leaks developed in four cases. In two of these (win-
dows BB and K, both tested at 8,000 psi) the leak was due to the circum-
ferential cracks propagating through the flange to thie exterior face of
the windows (Figure 54 and 55). In the third case (window H, tested
at 6,000 psi), the usual circumferential cracks occurred after the
second cycle, but the window did not develop a leak until it cracked on
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the interior face after 22 load cycles as noted above (Figure 49). In
the fourth case (window® tested at 8,000 psi), a leak occurred after
the first cycle.

Deformation. Deformation of the windows was measured with electrical
strain gages located on the low-pressure face (Figure 7). In three
tests (windows I, M, and X), where such measurements were performed, it
was found that tensile strains were bu"ding up on the internal face at
the end of each relaxation period; i.e., U-e strain datum value prior
to each load cycle was increasing in the positive sense. The tensile
strains had a distribution over the face of the window similar to the
distribution of maximum compressive strains at the end of each load cycle
(Figures 56 and 57). In the case of window M, this buildup of tension
on the inside surface caused the failure of the window - apparent from
the radial cracks that developed during the twenty-second load cycle
(Figure 49). After several days of relaxation, the cracks in window M
were actually widening as time went on indicating that the interior face
was contracting.

The rate of buildup of the tensile strains on the window's interior
face increased dramatically with magnitude of pressure loading during
a typical pressure cycle. During pressure cycling to 2,000 psi (win-
dow I) the increase in tensile strain during the relaxation period
averaged about 45 iiin./in./load cycles performed (Figure 58). During
pressure cycling to 5,000 psi (window X) the same level of tensile
strain was reached in 3 cycles that it previously took 40 cycles to
reach during the cycling to 2,000 psi. Also, at 5,000 psi, the increase
in tensile strain per cycle was no longer linear and increasing rapidly
(Figure 59). At 6,000 psi, the tensile strain built up even more rapidly
(Figure 60). The data were somewhat scattered, but it was apparent
that the buildup rate was more than twice that observed during the
pressure cycling to 5,000 psi.

The specimen tested at 5,00C psi (window X) had only one strain
gage rosette (at the apex) so that no information was obtained about
the buildup of tensile strain at other locations. Window M, which was
tested at 6,000 psi, however, had rosettes also at locations A and C
in addition to one at the pole. This test confirmed the results from
the test on window I at 2,000 psi, I.e., that the strain builds up even
faster closer to the window flange than at the apex. The data from
pressure cycling to 5,000 psi (window N) show appreciable scatter from
cycle to cycle. It is not known why this occurred but a cantributing
cause may have been that in some cases the pressure vessel was closed
off during the relaxation period instead of being connected to the
constant header Lank. If the vessel was closed off, the expanslon of
the window would cause some buildup of pressure in the vessel which

would tend to counteract the relaxation. Unfortunately, no record was
kept of the times that this was done.

For window I the cycling at 2,000 psi did not lead to change- in

the maximum strain produced during each separate load cycle; i.e.,
the strain recorded at the end of the creep period minus the recording
Just prior to pressurization was very close to th, same for all cycles
(Figure 56 and ,7).

lz.
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The same behavior was observed also for window M cycled at 6,000
psi (Figure 60) and window X cycled at 5,000 psi. The total change

of strain at the pole of window M was about 0.030 in./in. with a ran-
dom variation of less than 2% up and down. The total change of strain
at the pole of window X was about 0.024 in./in. and, again, the variation
was less than ±2%.

Modifications of Seating Arrangement

After most of the test program was completed but during the initial
stages of the cyclic tests, it became apparent that the cyclic life of
the Type I and Type VI windows would be substantially less than antici-
pated. Compared to conical frustum windows with the same STCP, the cyclic
fatigue life of Type I and Type VI windows was significantly less.
Cyclic fatigue primarily consisted of circumferential cracks in the
bearing surface of the flange and secondarily of radial cracks in the
low-pressure face of the window. To improve the fatigue life of the
bearing surface on the flange, it was decided to try the following
modifications:

(1) Remove O-ring and use a thin neoprene bearing gasket to seal
and absorb shear strain.

(2) Remove O-ring groove and replace the rounded heel of the flange
with a square heel.

(3) Remove flange and cylindrical part of window.

Only a very limited number of tests were performed on each modification.

Effect of Neoprene Bearing Gasket. To reduce the shearing force on
the acrylic plastic in contact with the steel surface, a soft neoprene
gasket of 0.020-inch thickness was bonded to the bearing surface on the
window flange. The gasket consisted of nylon cloth coated with neoprene.
The 0-ring used previously for sealing was removed from the groove in
the window flange, and the gasket was placed over the whole bearing
surface on the flange. Before assembly, silicone grease was applied to
the steel bulkhead as in the earlier tests.

Two tests were carried out with this arrangement. The first was
T Type I window Z, subjected to two standard pressure cycles at 8,000 psi.
The effect wns very marked. The acrylic plastic bearing surface pro-

tected by the neoprene gwiket was only slightly damaged. The damage
consisted of minor craring of the bearing surface, reflecting the

V' pattern of the weave in the gasket plus three very shallow cracks
(Figures 61 and 62). In contrast, the two windows tested at 8,000 psI
without the gasket (windo" K and 8B) suffered through-the-thickness
cracks after two cycles. The crazing and small cracks in the seat of
window Z almost disappeared after the window had relaxed for 14 days
after the test (Figure 63) in atmospheric environment.

On the other hand, the deforma tion of the window having the neopren,
gasket was not significantly changtld conpared to thle deforuation of
windows seated directly on steel. In the linear range (up to approxi-
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mately 4,000 psi) the strains recorded were all within the range of
earlier tests. (Compare Figure 64 to Figure 12.) This also applied to
the strains recorded at pressures above 4,000 psi and during the creep
periods. (Compare Figure 64 to Figure 34.)

The gasket was cut during the vessel cycling to 8,00n isi. Twc
cuts were found in the circumferential direction at the Inside azoriler
of the window seat. The cuts were about 3 inches long and located
diametrically opposite each other (Figure 65).

The second window tested with the neoprene gasket was Type VI
(window Y). This window had previously been tested for 119 hours at
2,000 psi (Table 3). A neoprene gasket was cut radially at four loca-
tions about halfway through to enable its being slipped over the .irdow
without having to disconnect the strain gage wires. This time the
neoprene gasket was not bonded to the window flange, but was coated
with silicone grease on both sides. The window was tested at 2,000 psi
for 7 hours, and strains were recorded both duling the pressurization
and the creep period. As in window Z, the strains in the window were
not significantly changed by the presence of the gasket (Figure 66).

Effect of Rounded Flange Heel. Window E was machined down about 1/4
inch to remove the rounded heel and the O-ring groove. An annular
acrylic plastic disc was bonded in its place to restore the original
height to the flange, as shown in Figure 67. Finally, the window was
annealed at 170°F foe 24 hour*,

The modified winoow-wa-; subjected to 10 standard pressure cycles
at 2,000 psi while mounted on the neoprene gasket and one standard load
cycle at 2,000 psi wi'hout the gasket sealing but aith silicone grease.
Finally, window was tested at room temperature for 7 hours at 8,000
psi, again with no gasket. The intentions of the tests were to determine .
whether or not the modifications had changed (I) strain distribution on
the interior face of the window, (2) buildup of tensile strain on the
interior face of the window after relaxation, and (3) the tendency for
the bearing surface to crack under sigh loading.

The chaage in strain distribution without a gasket as measured
after 7 hours at 2,000 psi was quite marked near the heel of the window
while tihe strain at the apex was changed very little (Figure 68). As
expected, the distribution of me •I.ional strain became more uniform.

The 10 cycles with a gasket seal produced a steady buildup of
tensile strain in the interior LUce. of the dome (Figure 69). The rate
of buildup was similar to that me, .. ured earlier in Type I window I
tested at 2,000 psi without gas! *t. (Fi,ure 58).

Ir. the final test consisitiag of one standard cycle at 8,000 psi,
no gasket w-s used. The window performed normally until the pressure
reached about 500 psi during depressurization at the end of the load
period. At that time several load cracks were heard. On inspection
attermards, it was seen that:

(') the seat was in good condition with only aoderate craring and
some small circumferential half-moon cracks less than 1/16 inch deep. Xo
spall in& had taket place ol the sharp flange heel (Figure 70).
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(2) The window had cracked radially in the meridional direction
on the inside of the dome (Figure 51).

It may be concluded that a square inside seat edge improves the
life of the window seat, while the effect on the tendency for the dome
to crack is probably small or absent.

Effect of Flange Removal. Window I was machined down so that the
entire flange was removed as shown in Figures 71 and 72.

The modifiedOwindow was then cycled four times to 2,000 psi. The
first and the fourth cycle consisted of 23 hours under pressure followed
by at least 17 hours of relaxation. In the second and third cycles, the
pressure was held for 7 hours. At the end of the 23-hour load period of
the fourth loading, the pressure was raised to 8,000 psi and held at that
level for 6-1/2 hours. After 17 hours of relaxation, window was finally
pressurized once more to 8,000 psi for 7 hours. At 2,000 psi, the win-
dow deformed uniformly over most of the dome. At the edge, the meridional
strain increased somewhat compared to the level at the apex. The circum-
ferential strain at the edge was slightly lower than at the apex
(Figure 73). This distribution is quite different from the distribution
in typical Type I flanged window.

After the two cycles to 8,000 psi, window(wis removed from the
vessel for inspection. The findings were: (1) th! seat was still in
good condition - no cracks and only very slight crazing (Figures 74 and 75),
and (2) the plane seat was permanently deformed (Figure 76) to form a
conical surface similar to that observed in flanged windows (Figure 22).

The test was too short to give firm data on any buildup of tensile
strain on the interior face.

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Short-Term Critical Pressure (STCP)

Findings.

(1) The average STCP of Type I windows at 70F was 14,310 psi while
the average STCP of Type VI windows at 70°' was 14,700 psi. The differ-
ence between the two values is statistically insignificant, and the
average of all short-term window tests (that is, 14,500 psi) is cousid-
ered to be the STCP for both types of wintiows.

(2) The failure of the windows on reaching the STCP was catastro-
phic. The window failed by plastic instability of an area on the window
located between the flange and the apex. The implosion caused complete
fragmentation of the window. The formation of the flat spots on the
windows (typical of plastic instability failure) was reflected in the
strain distribution on the interior face of the windows. Mtereas the
strain distribution was sy~metric about the apex at lower hydrostatic
loadings, the distribution became uansyametric prior to catastrophic
failure.
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(3) The flange of the windows sheared from the dome before or during
catastrophic failure at STCP.

Discussion. Short-term critical pressure tests of hemispherical

windows were reported previously for flangeless (Reference 8) and flanged
(Reference 14) configurations. Compared to the predicted STCP based on
previously published data for flangeless hemispherical windows, the
STCP of the present windows is about 5% lower. A reduction of the STCP
of flanged windows when compared to flangeless windows In the higher
t/Ri range has been previously reported (Reference 14). This indicates
that, for t/Ri - 0.25, flanged windows may have a lower STCP than similar
windows without a flange (Figure 77). Since the comparison is based on
tests carried out at different times on windows of different manufacture,
firm conclusions on this point cannot be drawn. The reason for the
seemingly lower STCP of flanged windows as compared to flangeless win-
dows is probabl. the increase in meridional edge bending moment caused
by the rounded heel of the equatorial flange.

It has been shown previously that thick-wall spherical windows fail
catastrophically by plastic instability of thp dome (References 8 and 14).
The windows with thinner walls fail by elastic buckling, and the transi-
tion between the two modes of failure is found to be at t/Ri ratios of
approximately 0.09. The present tests confirm that at t/Ri = 0.364, the
failure is caused by plastic instability of the dome.

It can also be shown theoretically that a thick-wall spherical
window attains complete plasticity through its wall thickness before
it fails. Using Lame's equations for thick-wall hollow spheres subjected
to external hydrostatic pressure, it is seen that as the external
pressure increases, the material at the inner face of the sphere reaches
its yield point first. If the pressure is raised further, yielding
extends deeper and deeper into the wall until finally, yielding reaches
the outer surface.

By making two simplifying assumptions, the external pressure at
which the whole wall becomes plastic can be estimated. The assumptions
are: (I) the distribution of radial stress is not affected by tne yield-

ing of the material (i.e., it can be calculated based on elastic theory);
and (2) once the yield point is reached, the material will not support
higher stresses, but continues to support the same stress independent
of further increase in strain.

Using these assumptions, the 1am•'s equation can be applied to
predict conservatively the pressure PC at which cowplete pl'sticity is
reached during short Lerm pressurization. The formula becomes:

P c0 + A
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where a = l/(I + t/Ri)

a = yield stress of material in uniaxial compression under
short term loading

t wall thickness of sphere

Ri internal radius of sphere

The equation has been plotted for a yield stress of 18,000 psi, typical
of Plexiglass G acrylic plastic used in the fabrication of flanged win-
dows (Figure 77). It can be seen that the result is nearly a straight

line falling below all the experimental points for t/Ri > 0.1.
For experimental points with tiRi < 0.1, the complete plasticity

curve lies above the experimental points indicating that elastic
instability and not plasticity is the cause of failure in these cases.
It can be stated therefore, that for hemispherical windows with a
t/Ri > 0.15 the Pc as calculated by the above equation (using the
appropriate ay value for the ambient temperature) gives a conserva-
tive estimate of the STCP of these windows.

Long-Term Critical Pressure

Findings.

(1) No significant difference was found between the long-term life
of the Type I and Type VI windows (Figure 17).

(2) Above 8,000 psi of external pressure loading (55% of STCP) the
life of the windows decreased rapidly with increasing pressure, approach-
ing only a few hours at 10,000 psi.

(3) The 6maximum external pressure loading at which the windows still
retain the 10 minutes minimum static fatigue life required of man-rated
windows (Reference 15) was extrapolated to be approximately 5,800 psi.

(4) The failure of the windows subjected to long-term loading was
catastrophic in all cases with extensive fragmentation.

(5) Prior to failure, extensive plastic deformation had taken placte
in the windows increasing the wall thickness by about 252 immediatlly
above the flange and decreasing thelinterlor diametr at the flange by
about 107 (windows R and J, Figures 25, 22b, and 78).

Discussion. It is evident from the large spread in the results that
at pressures above abut 657 of the STUP, the windows become increasingly
sensitive to variations in factors affecting their load-carrying capacity.
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Tests were not conducted to investigate this point further. However,
since a similar spread in results was not observed for the STCP, the
spread in long-term critical pressures is probably tied to long-term
variables in the tests. One such variable was sustained external pressure
loading. Because of a relatively large ratio of window displacement to
pressure vessel volume, there were problems in maintaining a constant
test pressure during the high-pressure tests. Typically, the pressure
would be restored each hour during the daytime but not at night. To
compensate for this, an estimated average pressure was worked out for
each test, but this procedure had obvious dtficiencies.

Another long-term test variable was the ambient temperature, which
changed somewhat from test to test. Although the difference was gener-
ally less than 50 F, the effect on the creep properties of the material
was significant. Published data from other studies indicates that a
5°F variation in ambient temperature can change the fatigue life of
an acrylic structure by a factor of at least 10 and possibly 15 (Refer-
ence 16).

The fact that the window walls increased in thickness by as much
as 25% during the long-term critical pressure tests, further substantiates
the postulate made before thvt the window wall is completely plasticized
before failure takes place (Figure 26).

Cyclic Fatigue Life

Original Design Findings.
(1) Both types of windows exhibited signs of fatigue at hydrostatic

pressures at less than 157 of their short-tgrm critical pressure. The

failures, defined here as leakage through cracks, occurred in less titan
100 cycles of the standard load cycles at 302 of thlir short-term
critical pressure.

(2) The first sign of fatigue was circumferential crazing marks on
an annular bearing area between the 0-ring groove and the heel of the
flange (Figure 62), except for one case where a crack started from the
0-ring groove before any crating had developed.

(3) If cycling continued after appearance of crazing on the window
seat, the crating increased until eventuahly actual cracks were formed.
Th2 cracks always ran in the circumferential direction, sometimes in
the 0-ring groove but more often in the bearing surface between the
heel of the flange and the 0-ring. The cracks typically had a mush-
room shape (Figures 39, 4G, and 41).

(4) Under moderate eyclic loading of up to 5,000 psi e.ternal
pressure, both crazing and cracks in the seat grew slowly once they
had forned and did not render the window incapable of sealing in less
than 30 load cycles. At cyclic loading of 6,000 psi, cracks gr"w
noticeably faster with each cycle, but even so, the window sustained
20 cycles without leaking.
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(5) At severe ,yclic loading of 8,000 psi, the rate of crack
propagation was greatly increased. Only two cycles were needed at this
pressure for the cracks to propagate through the flange to the outside
and hence cause a low-pressure leak (Figures 54 and 55).

(6) Cracks were found in the bearing surfaces of windows that im-
ploded during the first standard cycle (Figure 25). The cracks must
therefore hive formed while the windows were under sustained pressure
and not during relaxation periods.

(7) Cycling of the windows caused a step-wise buildup of tensile
strain on The interior face of the spherical dome during relaxation
after each load period. The magnitude of tensile strain recorded during
relaxation periods between individual pressure cycles was found to be a
nonlinear function of pressure and number of load cycles sustained. In
both cases, the magnitude of tensile strain increased faster than the
maximum pressure, or the number of load cycles. The tensile strain also
built up faster in the areas where the compressive strains were the high-
est during the loading period (Figures 58, 59, and 60).

(8) In one case the buildup of tensile strain was the cause of
severe cracking of the window's concave surface. The cracking occurred
as the pressure wa,. approaching zero during depressurization after 22
standard load cyiles at 6,000 psi with the magnitude of tensile strain
estimated at about 0.050 in./in. (Figures 49 and 50).

(9) Fatigue cracking did not cause catastrophic failure of any
window during cyclic load testing. In the worst case, the windows
leaked after the pressure had been relieved. (This seems reasonable
because cracki.ng at the seat is not a part of the STCP failure mode
of the window.)

Original Design Discussion. In view of the above findings, the

fatigue life of a window must be taken as either the number of cycles
taken to produce the first crack or the number of cycles taken to pro-
duce a leak. The criteria chosen may depend on the application of the
windows. For man-rated applications, the first criterion should be
used; for example, the fatigue life of a window used in a man-rated
chamber is the number of cycles sustained by the window when the first
crack appears anywhere in the window (Figures 79 and 80).

Due to the scatter in the data and the limited number of cyclic
tests performed, it is not possible to establish a firm fatigue life
for the windows. The recommended course of action at the present time
is to inspect the windows after each pressurization in excess of! ,O00
psi and replace any window immediately that shows sigas of fatigue.

Modified Design Findings. Improved fatigue life was obtained by
each of the following modifications:

(1) Use of 0.020-inch-thick neoprene gasket between the window
and the steel flange.
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(2) Removal of the 0-riiig groove and replacing the rounded heel
of the flange with a square heel.

(3) Rcmoval o€ the flange to make the window a true hemibpherical
dome.

The limited number of tests available did not allow determination of
quantitative improvement obtainable by each, or by a combination of these
modifications.

Modified Design Dsiscussion. The original Type I and Type VI design

is not suitable for cyclic loading except at pressures below 1,000 psi
at 750 F. If the original designs were to be used, Type VI would probably
give the longest life.

If the flanges are to be retained, it is required that for cyclic
loading above 1,000 psi both the O-ring groove and the rounded heel of
the flange be removed and that a thin, soft, nylon-fiber-reinforced neo-
prene gaslet be installed underneath the window's bearing surface to
absorb the shear strain at -he steel/window interface. To find what
the improved cyclic fatigue life is if these modifications are incorpora-
ted into Type I and Type VI windows, a series of new tests would have to
be carried out. These tests should be designed not only to check the
effect on the bearing surface of the window, but also the buildup of
strain on the interior surface of the window at the apex, as it is
postulated that this will be the limiting factor of the cyclic fatigue
life in the modified design. By incorporating the above-mentioned
modifications an adequate fatigue life (1,000 cycles without leakage) is
predicted for operational pressures to 2,000 psi.

Removal of the flange improves the cyclic fatigue life significantly
both for the bearing surface and the interior face at the apex. Although
the improvement in cyclic fatigue life has not been quantitatively
established for flangeless windows it is conservatively estimated to be
in excess of 2,500 psi at 750F.

As stated above, the fatigue life of the windows is limited by
cracking of the bearing surface on the flange and the interior face of
the dome. Both conditions have been observed by earlier investigators
[8,loI.

The cracking of the bearing surface on the flange is undoubtedly
tied to the differential motion taking place az the window/steel Inter-
face during the sustained pressure phase. The natural remedy for this
problem Is, therefore, to enable the window to slide with the least
possible resistance. Pence, the neoprene gasket was tried. It is
possible that even better results cuid be obtained using other materials.
such as polycarbonate which has been succ,'.sfully incorporated in the
NIO Mod 2,000 117). The polycarbonate llinert not only Is capable of
absorbing the shear strain to a much larg, r degree than the acrylic, but
should it crack, only the insert needs to be changed and not the whole
window. Whatever material is used for the insert, it has to be either
sufficiently stiff or sufficiently thIn to prevent its being pushed
into the window cavity by external hydrostatic pressure.
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Thn problem of cracking on the Lterioi. face of the window due to
buildup of tensile strain is more difficult to explain and to remedy.
Probably, this phenomenon is a result of the loading conditions, the
geometry of the window and the physical properties of acrylic plastic.
If the dome had been made from steel, the stress (effective von Mibe's)
at the inner face would have becen about 2.5 times higher than the stress
aL the outer face. If the dome was overpressur'.f.ed, the steel at the
inner face would yield. During depressurLzation, the plastically
deformed interior face would therefore not be able to expand as much as
required by the material at larger radii that had been deformed only
elastically. Releasing the pressure, therefore, generates tensile
srress3 in the interior face of the dome.

In the acrylic plastic dome the mechanism, although similar, is
complicated by the time, temperature, and stress-dependent properties of
the ,aiterial. Because of the viscoelastic property of acrylic elastic
tensile stress may be generated on the inner face of the window during
depressurization oven though the hydrostatic loading was not of sufficient
magnitude to deform the material on the inner face permanently. Thus,
in the acrylic plastic, a sudden release of pressure is likely to cause
higher tensile stresses on the inner face than a slow release, as the
rate of relaxation for the inner face is slower than for the outer face
that is subjected to a viscoelastic strain of lesser magnitude. Also,
the duration of the sustained loading, the length of the rela:atiun,
and ambient temperature influence the magnitude of tensile stresses
during relaxation.

Deformations

Original Desi n Findings.

(1) The interior surface of the windows at the apex deformed
elastically up to at least 0.020 in./in. of compressive strain. Relaxa-
tion from this strain level was about 99% complete ti 10 hours after
release of pressure.

(2) Polar strains (interior surface at the apex) of 0.0020 in./in.
magnitude were attained at about 6,250 psi of external pressure during
short-term loading (650 psi/minute rate). During long-term Ic-ading.
this strain level was rvached in less than 1 hour at 5,000 psi, while
at 4,000 psi the same strain lev'?l was reached only after 262 hours. At
sustained hydrostatic loading of 2,000 psi, this strain level wruld
definitely not be reached in less titan 10,000 hours.

(3) Permanent deformiation of the material at the bearing surface
of the window's flange occurred even when no permanent dv•'ormation
took place elsewhere. In all cases of permanent deformation in the
flange, the defortmation was soch as to change the hearing s•rface from
a plaw, surface inao a slightly convcal surface having an imaginary
apex f.- .'e the window cavity. The onset of permantent deformaition t'

this ijpe was observed in the window loaded at 2,000 psi of hydro-
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static pressure for 269 hours at 75°F. The deformation was very -:light,
being hardly measurable. On the other hand, in a window subjected to
hydrostatic loading of 8,000 psi for 312 hours, the bearing surface of
the window was deformed approximately 4 degrees (Figure 22).

(4) In the elastic strain region, the internal window surface of
the windows at the apex deformed uniformly with the same strains in all
directions. Comparing the measured strain in this area with the theoreti-
cal value for the interior face of a thick-wall hollow sphere (Lame's
equation with P - 0.4 and E = 400,000 psi), the measured value was
found to be about 18% smaller than the theoretical (Figure 81). This
indicates that Lhe effect of restraint imposed by the flange is almost
damped out in this area. The equatorial area of the window also
deformed uniformly in the circumferential direction. In the meridional
direction on the other hand, the strain changed substantially, reflecting
the effect of flange restraint. Moving from the apex towards the edge,
the meridional strains decreased; at the same time, the circumferential
strains increased. This behavior is probably due to the outward bending
movement at the edge caused by the rounded heel of the flange. The
deformed shape of the window is postulated to he as shown in Figure 82.

(5) Under extreme loading, the deformation of the window inevitably
would also become nonuniform at the apex and in the circumferential
direction elsewhere. This was substantiated bv the formation of flat
spots; and, unless the pressure was reduced, the window failed

catastrophically. If the pressure was maintained, the windows would
implode when the compressive strain on the interior surface at the apex
reached a magnitude of 0.080 to 0.10 in./in. The strains at the flat
spot were often even higher, possibly more than double, as indicated by
the data from one test (Figur,- 31).

Modified iesign Findings.

(1) Th.e introduction of a thin neoprer-t gasket between the wiriow
and the steel led to a slight increase of strain on the dome of the
window (Figure 66).

(2) The replacement the r-ýunded heel with a square heel in
Swindow led to a much morL evett distributioa of mzridional strains on
the inside of the window. The meridional and the circumferenti-al strains
also became more equal, particularly near the heel of the flange
(Figure 68).

.(3) the total removal of the -whole flange. led to a r 'arkbl-a
change in the deformation of the window. Windowc. now a .eue hemisphere
with no wall-thickness variation, deformed quite evenly from the apex
to the equator (Figure 83). The ratto of the highest to the lowest
compresslve strain measure" on the interior fatce of the window was now
1.3 (compared to 1.8 for the window with rect.ngular i~eel o, L.; .
and 12 for thc orip'inal gStmetry with we i-rounded heel).
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The maximum safe working pressure of a hemispherical window with
equatorial flange is, as has been experimentally determined previously
for other window shapes, a function of short-term critical pressure,a
long-term critical pressure, and cyclic fatigue. For flanged hemispheres
with a t/Ri = 0.364, the short-term critical pressure at 75°F has been
found to be 14,500 psi; long term critical pressure,b 6,000 psi; and
cyclic fatigue life,C 1,000 psi. No significant difference was found
in the performance of windows with Type I or Type VI flanges.

The primary effects of cyclic fatigue is in the form of circumfer-
ential cracks that develop on the bearing surface of the flange at
approximately 1,000-psi cyclic pressure loading level. If stress dis-
continuities in the form of O-ring grooves on the bearing surface are
eliminated and the effect of shear loading on the bearing surface
ameliorated by use of neoprene bearing gaskets, the effects of cyclic
fatigue on the bearing surface can be eliminated at cyclic pressure
loadings :!4,000 psi.

Raising the cyclic fatigue life threshold on the bearing surface
from 1,000 psi to 4,000 psi pressure does not, however, raise the over-
all cyclic fatigue life of the flanged window to 4,000 psi since now
the secondary effects of cyclic fatigue on other areas of the window
become the factor controlling the overall cyclic fatigue life.

The secondary effects of -yclic fatigue in the form of meridional
cracks become apparent on the concave face of the window at pressure
loadings 22,000 psi. These cracks are caused by tensile strains found
on the concave face of the window during relaxation phases of pressure
cycles. The magnitude of tensile strains in fl;'nged windows are a
function of t/R ratio a,.d ti magnitude of compressive creep duringi
the loading phases of pressure cycles, Since the t/Ri ratio is a
geometrical and the m-gnitude of.creep-a physical constant, little can
be done to decrease their e. feet on the generation of tensile strains
on the concave face of the window during relaxation phases of pressure
cycles. Thus, the seco-dary effects of cycling fatigue in the form of
meridional cracks alt the concave face of the window become at 2,000-psi
loading level the limiting factor on the fatigue life oi the flanged
hemispherical window.

"Short term critical pressuie pressure at which catastrophic failure
of window occurs when pressurized at 650 psi/minute rate.

Long term criticat pressure sustalnue pressure at which catastrophic
failure of window occurs after uninterrupteld •:-stained loading of 106-
minute duration.

YC, yclic fatigue life -cyd lally applied pressure (7 hours sustained

ioýdJing ful,-o:%d by 17 hours (f relaxation at 0 psi) that will iniciate
cracks In the window after 1,000 pressure cycles.
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The ratio of 1:0.414:0.138 (14,500 psi:6,000 psi:2,000 psi) between
short-term critical pressure, long-term critical pressure and cyclic
fatigue pressure established experimentally in this study for flanged
hemispherical windows with t/Ri = 0.364 seated on neoprene gaskets is
also applicable conservatively to similar windows with t/Ri < 0.364.
For flanged hemispherical windows with t/Ri > 0.364 the above ratio
probably applies also, but not on the conservative side.

CONCLUSIONS

Flanges on acrylic plastic windows of hemispherical shape do not
iJ affect significantly their short-term critical pressure; however, they

seriously decrease their static and cyclic fatigue life. When such
windows with t/Ri = 0.364 are mounted on thin neoprene bearing gaskets,
they can be subjected safely in the 65-75°F temperature range to a maxi-
mum working pressure of 2,000 psi, which is approximately equal to
one-seventh of the window's short-term critical pressure.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To maximize the cyclic and static fatigue life of flanged hemispher-
ical windows, the following precautions must be taken in their design,
fabrication, and installation.

Design

Since the cyclic fatigue life of a flanged window is primarily
determined by the appearance of cracks on the bearing surface of the
flange, special attention must be paid to the design of the flange. To
decrease the magnitude of bending movements in the flange, the instep
of the flange must have a generous radius while the heel must approach
the shape of a square edge. No discontinuities like 0-ring grooves can
be tolerated on the bearing surface of the flange as they tend to act
sas crack initiators. The maximum working pressures at which acrylic
lhemispherical windows with Type I or Type VI flanges can probably be
safely operated are shown in Table 6.

Fabrication

Appearance of cracks in the bearing surfacv. of the flange can 1)%
delayed signifivantly by following up the machining process with polith-
ing. After poi .•hing, the whole witdow must be annealed, preferably at
175 F for 22 hours.
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Table 6. Maximum Recommended Working Pressures for Hemr-pherical
Windows With Type I and Type VI Equatorial Flanges

Temperature
Ranges Maximum Worklng Pressuresa

0(OF)

_<50 0.167 x short-term critical pressure

_75 0.143 x shorc-term critical pressure

_<i00 0.111 x short-term critical pressure

:_125 0.091 x short-term critical pressure

<_150 0.059 x short-term critical pressure

ashort-term critical pressure is established by

pressurizing the window at 650 psi/minute rate
and 750F ambient environment until explosive
implosion of the window takes place.

Installation

The surface of the steel seat in the pressure vessel must have at
least a 63 rms, and preferably 32 rms finish. A thin neoprene-coated
nylon gasket (Fairprene 5722A or equal) must be bonded with polyvinyl
resin glue (Pliobond or equal) to the bearing surface of the window
flange. The steel seat must be liberally coated with silicone grease
(Dow Corning No. 4) prior to placement of the gasketed window. Although
the bearing gasket serves adequately as a seal, an O-ring is placed
around the circumference of the flange to act as a secondary seal
(Figure 84). A retaining ring placed around the flange is dimensioned
to compress simultaneously both the window flange and the O-ring seal.
The bolts holding down the retaining ring must be of adequate size and
tensile strength to retain the window against accidental internal
pressurization of the hemispherical window to 0.05 times short-term
critical pressure.
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8 Test temperature: 65-75OF~

Rate of pressurization: 650 psi/min
Average of six windows: Type I and VI
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Figure 22. Window Us Type VI after 312 hours of sustained pressure! loading
at 8,000 psi; note that (a) the flangA. has separated even
though the window did not implodQ yet and (b) the bearin4
surface on the window has deformed pla.-Aically giving it the
appearance of a very shallow cone.
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remains Intact indtcating thtat (ia) the~ eircimforential c~raksk
Initiate sooner sand propigate faster t1kan radial c~racks and
(b) the siparation occurs bofore vxtvn*1vo plastic dekforvA-
tioas occur.
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Figure 35. Total strain as a function of loading duration under 7,000
psi pressure; window QType VI.
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Figure 36. Typical notilitivarity ini window~ deformaiom u~n der 51 rt-t4erf
pregsure loading.
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9- e Type I windows
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Figure 37. Time-dependent strain (creep) as a function of sustained
pressure loading.
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at e~arly %tar~ of

Figure 38. Typical plastic deformation of Type I windowt.; subj&eeted to
long-term pressure loading of sufficient magnitude to cause
Imploding; windowis J and II. Type L.
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tif pressure cycling*.
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inside face

I crack

Figure 43. Cracks found in windows AA and I.
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Figure 44. Typical cyei le' farwt, i ,tja ak. kilnl I ht f 1411t hearilug nual'fatoo

winldow K. Type I afte na takild:Ird preLSS!Ire cycle to' 19,000
psI. NotL 4I1 -( rk' to I rUlnet'u0Ioit ia I crac-k betweent the livt-tI of
t he I angt. lui Ow Ohe t j- r I n l : ro 'i.
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Figure 45. Same window as in Figure 44; note how the circumferential
crack has penetrated th'e whole thickness of the flange.

AP:

I~1 tUBýl Zz-IUS

Figu~re 46. Ty~pivd vtI elic fatigue crack%; on the f lang bearing s-urfacte;
window Bit1, Tvpe VI ikft4-r two sitandard prkssrecycle to'

8,000 pst. Noto cminyi.icmeeta rcsbtenht
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Figure 47. Same window as in Figures 39, 40, and 41; note that cyclic
fatigue cracks on the flange bearing surface originating not
at the O-ring groove have a characteristic mushroom~ shape.

in %be sa ofth WWA6&W

Figure 48. Two characteristic forms of window fracturing.
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Figure 51. Typical cyclic fatigue meridional cracks on the interior face
of window E, Type I (modified) after one standard preýssure
cycle to 8,000 psi; note that the cracks do not penetrate
through the whole thickness of the window.

-,~-, U&t. t

Figure 52. Same window. as in Figure 51; tioto the widey rrack betwevii
qurfarces :tn~i tht-t the' width of thoecr.-ck is. wdest on the
interior face oit thty winidow Wlvad icnlg, 'hat thilt- ~ gin.
tiM! o31 tilt, ititvzfor Cave and sn1iutL i rojagflt d (itk~~

toward ext,-rlctr face.



I projectio~n of cracks on
0.0 in * to spherical surfa~c

rAll cracks chaniv orientation
0.03in.from radial to tangential and

form O.0Z-0.03-in. steps as
shown.

*Radial Cracks in all crac~ks .ujrfa4.v here

Window

Figure 53. Cracking in Window®W.

crack
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Figure 57. D)istribution of residual tenusile strains kn the interior f,,(
of Type I window 'it the end of 17-hour-long relaxation lhass
at 0 psi in statudard pretsiri, c'yle-- to 2,000 psi. wi'.loh I
All revidual striin.y liare measur-d from the strain ltevl prior

to frtapresurv%ývle;70-5F
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Figure 59. Rate of increase for residual tensile strains on interior
face of Type VI window at the end of 17-hour-long relaxation
phases at 0 psi in standard pressure cycles to 5,000 psi,
window X. All residual strains are measured from the strain
level prior to first pressure cycle; 68-730 F.

*t. k44 to

C: * • F~igure 60, Rate of Wetrease for residual

ten.-f1 strains on Interior fave of
* :!•"Type' I window at tihe ond of 17-htnnr-

s itandard progsure' qeyds to 6,000 psi
S1; . ... oti r•,|l~t/o t ph iaes at 0 pstin|

window M. All toins il straiu£ arv

* .�i4�'- ' m.surted from the strain levtel prior
t to first preissu'r -cycle.
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Figure 61. Window Z, Type VI after two standard pressure cycles to
8,000 psi on a neoprene-coated nylon cloth gasket; note the
absence of major cracks, also compare to window BB, Type VI
(Figures 46 and 55) that was tested under identical cyclic
conditions but without a gasket.

Figure 62. Same window as In FIgure 61, notw that only minor crar.ing

is present on the betring surface indicating the heov-ficeal
efzect of the gasket.
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Figure 63. Window Z, Type VI after two standard pressure cycles to 8,000
psi on a neoprene-coated nylon cloth gasket and 200 hours
of relaxation at 0 pressure. Note the absence of crazing

* at the termination of second pressure cycle (Figure 62).
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cut II ýC

Figure 65. Cuts in neoprene-coated nylon cloth gasket by window 7, Type

VI, subjected to two standard pressure cycles at 8,000 psi.
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Figure 67. Shaded area rachined off and replaced
with a bonded-in-place acrylic disc.
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Figure~ 68. Comparison of strtiwin In Type I viodowiN with rotandcd and
kb~rp Wels aftor 7 oe.~ f sustuincd -re,.urization to
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Gage Locations

0.6 -40 in./in. x ' "
3
icyc'l
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,0.2 -
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Cycles
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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•.50 in./in. x 10' 3 /cycle
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Location A

• ~0.2-

I 2 3'- 4 "1 6 8 9 10

Figure 69. Rate of increa;e for residual tensile circm:.ferential strains
on the interior face of wi.ndow®W), Type I with sharp heet at
the end of 1.7-hour-long relaxation phases at 0 psi in standard
pressure eycles to 2,000 psi.
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Figure 70. Sharp edge on the heel of modified Type I, window(E)after
one standard pressure cycle to 8,000 psi; note the absence
of deformation.

Figure 71. Type VI window prior to and after removal of flange by machining.
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1/4-in, radius

Figure 72. Machining of window I to remnove flange.

10

9 Xieri,!ional ICircumnferential
82 StrinStai

07 3

3

Cycle 1, 2,000 psi for 23 hours.
3 Cycle 2, 3. and 4, 2,00)0 psi for 7 hours.

ITest temperature: 70-720 F. C '

2

I (Gage Lov'ations

A C IA

*Figure 73. Distributiun of strains on the interior fa-ce of f langeless
hemispherica'l window I duiring Sustained loadirw p~hases,- of
pressure cycling to 2,000 psi; note that the strains on
the Lnterior la.-ce between the edge and apex are more uii iform
than in Type I and Type Vi winidows (Figures 56 and 66).
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11

Figure 74. FlangelL_ý3 window I after two standard pres~ure cycles to'18,000 psi without a bearing gasket.

I

I 'p.,RR__

_ý

Figure 75. Same window as In Figure 74; note absenice of c racks and oni I V

very minor crazing on tlie hearling surface.
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- ~.-deformed seat

Figure 76. Seat deformation in window I

after testing to 8,000 psi.
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k.2.o

Larnc's equation for hollow spheres:

T•

P RiP E I1 I1(1+ t/Ri)l 3 = 400,000 psi

t= tangential strain on interior face, P = cxtcrnal prtssure,
Ri= internal radius, ARi= radial displacement on inicrior face

1.5
E9 et/P mneasured at apex of Type I and VI windows

in 68-750 F temperature range (average of 18
tests).

A Ri/Ri measured at apex of window W at 7 anF.
SeAi/PR measured at apex of windows without a flange.

NUC TP41 0 (average of nine tests in 70-750 F
temperature range).

* 0ARiIRi measured at apex of windows without
a flange; NCEL R-631 (average of five tests at
S70OF temperature).

Ri of apex

<I

"Detail of Apex

•2i

F igur'e 81. Comparison of nmeasuired anld eall.'|.ildttld Str'.|tt1s in linear ranlge
ot tile ape'x of i~vciisphv.rfcal windows wi'thl diffelt, rct t/Ri
ratilos when i sub -t,' J, tit -ihirt-torm external hydrostatict

typad ?I lai.

A- rR
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/ •Figure 82. Reconstruction of
Type I window deformation

a in the elastic range when

subjected to external short-

r- term hydrostatic loading.
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Appendix

DETAILED DATA

Although the body of the report presents summaries of strain distri-
butions in Type I and Type VI windows under different kinds of hydrostatic
loadings, there often is a need for detailed knowledge of strains at each
strain gage location. To satisfy this requirement, detailed plots of
strains are shown for representative windows of Type I and Type VI.

Figures 85 and 86 afford a direct comparison between strains on the
same window subjected to short-term loading with and without a neoprene
bearing gasket. Figures 87 and 88 allow a comparison, on the other hand,
between strains on Type I and Type VI windows under short-term loading.

Figures 89 and 90 permit a comparison of creep strains on Type I
and Type VI windows under the same sustained loading condition, that is,
10,000 psi. The effect of sustained loading magnitude on the rate of
creep and subsequent relaxation in Type VI window can be observed by
comparing Figures 91, 92, 93, and 94.

Figure 95 presents graphically the strain history of the concave
surface at the epex for a Type VI window during susLjined loading at
4,000 psi and subsequent relaxation.
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Figure~ 90. Window D, Type I under sustained loading at 10,000 psi.
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20.500 in./in. x 10~'
strain at end of %ýus-

CiC

12.54)OinJ~n X to0at
teravination of sbortitiesm

to-

000 Wi, t 0

Fi&1uru 95. Window R, Ty-pe V1 during an Sw~t~ttted preogtire loading aind
the~ subsetquent relaxat*ion; strain on the interior faces at?

the apex.
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Def•i ition of Technical Terms

short-term loading increasing the hydrostatic pressure at

650 psi/minute rate

short-tt ,i critical pressure pressure a: which catastrophic failure
(SrCP) of the window occurs when subjected to

short-term hydrostatic loading at 75 F
(24 0C) ambient temperature

long-term or static loading pressurizing the window to a specified
pressure at 650 psi/minute rate and
trantaining that pressure for specified
number of hours

cyclic loading pressurizing the window repea•edly to
a specified pressure at 650 psi/minute
rate, maintaining this pressure for
a specified number of hours, depres-
surizing at 650 psi per minute to 0
psi and allowing the window to relax
for a specified number of hours before
repeating the procedure

strain unit deformation, in./in. of original
length

creep time dependent deformation of material
under sustained loading of constant
wmgnitude; in./in. of original length

relaxation time dependent restoration of material
tO its original dimensions under absence
of external loading; in./in. of original
length

hoop orientation of strains direction parallel to the vtdge ot
or stresses spherical sector window

moridional orientation of direction at right angle to the hoop
strains or stresses direction; meridional lines pass

throuigh the apex

total strain total deformation of material, lncluden
hoth the short term and creep cvtponents
"of str!In; in./in. of ot iginal length

short-tera strain deformttion of *.u&r&iaA.un&er shoet-
term loading; in./in. of origil. .•gtth

radial displaeement displacuent of the interior surface
at the apex towards the center of
eurvature for the hemisphere

norma•iaed strain strain per unit increase of pressure
under short-tern loading; in./in.ipsi

too
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS URBANA, IL (LIBRARY)
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS (Heronemus), Amherst MA CE Dept
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN Ann Arbor MI (Richar)
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN LINCOLN, NE (SPLETTSTOESSER)
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE DURHAM, NH (LAVOIE)
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA, PA (SCHOOL OF ENGR & APPLIED SCIENCE, ROLL)
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND KINGSTON. RI (PAZIS)
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS Inst. Marina Sci (Library), Port Aransas TX
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SEATTLE, WA (APPLIED PHYSICS LAB). SEATTLE. WA (OCEAN ENG

RSCII LAB, GRAY), SEA'ITLE, WA (PACIFIC MARINE ENVIRON. LAB., HALPERN)
US DEPT OF COMMERCE NOAA, Marine & Earth Sciences Lib.. Rockville MD
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Berkeley CA (E. Pearson), La Jolla C,* (Acq. Dept. Lib. C-075A)
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS Honolulu HI (Dr. Szilard)
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND Narragansett RI (Pell Marine Sci. Lib.)
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY Off. Marine Geology, Mailstop 915, Reston VA
AEROSPACE CORP. Acquisition Group, Los Angeles CA
ARCAIR CO. D. Young. Lancaster OH
ARVID GRANT OLYMPIA, WA
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD CO. DALLAS, TX (SMITH)
AUSTRALIA Dept. PW (A. Hicks), Melbourne
BECHTEL CORP. SAN FRANCISCO, CA (PHELPS)
BELGIUM NAECON. N.V., GEN.
BETHLEHEM STEEL CO. BETHLEHEM, PA (STEELE)
BROWN & ROOT Houston TX (D. Ward)
CANADA Can-Dive Services (English) North Vancouver, Lockheed Petrol. Srv. Ltd., New Westminster BC, Mem

Univ Newfoundland (Chari), St Johns, Surveyor, Nenninger & Chenevert Inc..
CHEVRON OIL FIELD RESEARCH CO. LA HABRA. CA (BROOKS)
COLUMBIA GULF TRANSMISSION CO. HOUSTON. TX (ENG. LIB.)
DILINGHAM PRECAST F. McHale, Honolulu HI
DRAVO CORP Pittsburgh PA (Giannino)
NORWAY DET NORSKE VERITAS (Library), Oslo
ESSO PRODUCTION RESEARCH CORP. HOUSTON. TX (RUNGE)
EVALUATION ASSOC. INC KING OF PRUSSIA. PA (FEDELE)
FRANCE P. Jensen, Boulogne, Pierre Launay. Boulogne-Billancourt. Roger LaCroix. Paris
GLOBAL MARINE DEVELOPMENT NEWPORT BEACH, CA (HOLLETT)
GOULD INC. Shady Side MD (Ches. Inst. Div., W. Paul)
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP. Bethpage NY (Tech. Info. Ctr)
ITALY M. Caironi, Milan, Sergio Tattoni Milano
LAMONT-DOHERTY GEOLOGICAL OBSERV. Palisades NY (McCoy). Palisades NY (Selwyn)
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO. INC. SUNNYVALE. CA (PHILLIPS)
MARATHON OIL CO Houston TX (C. Scay)
MARINE CONCRETE STRUCTURES INC. MEFAIRIE, LA (INGRAHAM)
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBLIXI & DRYIX)CK CO. Newport News VA (Tech. Lib.)
"NORWAY A. Torum, Trondheim, DET NORSKE VERITAS (Roren) Oslo. J. Creed. Ski. J.D. liolst. Oslo.

Norwegian Tech Univ (lrandtzaeg). Trondheim
OCEAN DATA SYSTEMS, INC, SAN DIEGO. CA (SNODGRASS)
OCEAN ENGINEERS SAUSALITO. CA (RYNECKI)
OCEAN RESOURCE ENG. INC. HOUSTON, TX (ANDERSON)
OFFSHORE DEVELOPMENT ENG. INC. BERKELEY. CA. Berkeley CA
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOC. Skokie IL (Rsch & Dev Lah, Lib.)
PRESCON CORP TOWSON. MDtKELLER)
PUERTO RICO Puerto Rico (Rsch Lib.). Mayuqucz P R
RAND CORP. Santa Monica CA (A. Laup-)
SANDIA LABORATORIES Librauy Div.. Livermore CA
SCHU PACK ASSOC SO. NORWALK. CI (SCHUPACK)
SFAIECH CORP. MIAMI, FL. (PERONI)
SHELL I)EVELOPMENT CO. Houston TX (E. Doylci
SHELL OIlt CO. HOUSTON. TX (MARSHALL), Houstont TX tR. de Catontgrenel
SWEDEN VBB Library). Stockholm
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TIDEWATER CONSTR. ('O Nortolk VA (Fowler)
TRW SYSTEMS CLEVELAND. oH {ENG. 1iB.). RE'DONDO BEACH. CA (DAM)
UNITED KINGDOM D. New. G. Malunwll & P, rinrrs. London. Shaw & Hatton WF. Hansen), London. Taylor.

Wotdrow Conhir (014P). Soutluil. Middlesex. Taylor. Woodrow Constr (Stubbs). Southall. Middleex. Univ. of
Bristol (R. Morgan). Bristol

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES Windmr .Locks Cr (Hamrilton Sid Div.. Library)
WES•TINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. Annaipolis MD iOcuanic Div Lib. Bryain
WM CLAPP LABS - BATTELLE DUXBURY. MA (LIBRARY). DUXBURY. MA (RICHARDS)
GREG PAGE EUGENE. OR
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